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Under 18s

Congratulations!
50 Games
Joel Horskins
David Tula
Golden Grove
Football Club is
a member of:

Level 3 Member:

Proud Member of :

Club News
Soup available in canteen

Kick In Your Boots

Soup is now being served in the canteen
thanks to the generous donation of Integral
Walls & Ceilings and Just Rocks who supplied
the funds to purchase the soup kettle.

GGFC is collecting footy boots or sneakers to
donate to ‘Kick In Your Boots’. Just drop your
boots/shoes off at the clubrooms.

People’s Choice Community Lottery
Last day for online tickets! www.peoples
choicecu.com.au/golden-grove-football-club

The campaign provides footy boots or shoes
to the less fortunate in remote South Australian communities. All sizes are welcome.

Application for Social Membership
Fee for 2016 - $35 Single or $60 Family
($1.00 off for alcoholic drinks and 50c off non-alcoholic drinks)
To be forwarded with application to: Golden Grove Football Club,
PO Box 1238, Golden Grove Village, SA, 5125
Website: ggfc.com.au
Surname:___________________________________________________________
Given Names:________________________________________________________
Address:____________________________________________________________
Contact Number:_______________________Mobile:_________________________
Email address:________________________________________________________
Date:________________________________ Signed:_________________________

Under 6 Gold
WOW! How good is our little team! They are playing with style and
confidence! The last four rounds have been great to watch. I know
that many of the parents and grandparents watching from the side
lines are enjoying their team spirit, skills, kicking and handpassing
ability and, above all, positive attitude.
Round 4 was our first night game against Modbury. It is obvious that
Declan, Henry and Noah enjoy the ‘under lights’ atmosphere as all
players contributed more than six quality marks and over eight kicks
each to the tally. Reuben also made a timely goal in this game. It was
a tough game and our boys dug deep to walk away very happy. They
showed great team spirit and great skill.
Round 5 had us travel to Angle Vale on a Sunday. Brady was on fire with over nine kicks and four handballs. He
certainly lead by example. Mitchell continued with his accurate goal kicking and Riley contributed with many accurate kicks for the game. Eli had his best game so far with six kicks and two hard marks. Once again, although it was
a hard fought match – it was definitely worth the drive!
Round 6 saw us play Athelstone at home ‘under lights’. This game was more about who did not score a goal! Every
player left with a statistic next to their name. Cooper, Ethan, Luke, Dane and Mason were all amongst the very accurate goal scorers. The team had over 22 marks and two marks that stood out were Brodie’s as he came from nowhere and Cailan who got down low and kept his eyes on the ball. Jake also was amongst the action with many
kicks. We truly played as a team and everyone left with a spring in their step that night.
Round 7 had us travel to Walkerville and, once again, play under lights. Thanks to Brady’s dad who stepped in for
our injured coach who was restricted to the sidelines only. I think this may be the boys’ favourite time to play. Our
team had over 25 hand passes and 50 kicks for the game, which highlights the great team spirit. The field was
much bigger and that also allowed the boys to contribute more. Levi snuck in his first goal for the season which was
exciting and Callum also scored a goal that was kicked with precision. Hudson also was amongst the kicking and
hand passing and once again everyone left with at least a few quality statistics next to their name.
What a joy it is to watch form the side line as our team develops in to fine young sport’s men and to see the happiness in their faces every time they come to play with their team mates - you can’t beat that! Thank you to Scott for
all of his hard work and persistence – it really is paying off in leaps and bounds!

Under 6 Green
The Green Kookies played away at Pooraka Sunday morning under
light rain and a gloomy sky. We had been rocked by sickness and
injury during the week, with regulars Hayden Baker, Jarvis Wood,
Ethan Short, Jet Abbot, Billy Abbot and Archie Zacher all missing.
This threw chaos to our established lines, and with a major reshuffle, our first quarter was quite disjointed. Brodie was willing, and William Savona, once challenged, was prepared to get a hard ball, but
defensively, Pooraka had us wide open – they cut through with long
kicks and clean marks. We were still dour and kept scoring to a
minimum, but down two goals to one, the flood gates threatened to
burst open.
The group were challenged at quarter time, and a few stood up, but Pooraka had their best line up in the middle and
we struggled to send the ball our way. Annelise was brave, but we missed a couple of key contributors on our absentee list. Caillin was having some impact and Jacob Day was crashing in regularly, but there were many loose in
defence and, in fairness, there forwards were each a foot taller than our defenders, and so it was on the scoreboard
– some five goals to one were amassed against.
The sun appeared at half time and with it, came an improvement to our competitive spirit. Cohen got some nice
kicks, Mason Maynard had one of his better games, taking several hard knocks before emerging with the ball, Alexander got a few kicks; Thomas was involved in a nice chain with Tucky to create a goal, Tucky a minute later setup
Jacob Frenchman for a goal (one of two for the morning) and Brodie dribbled one through near the siren by the barest of margins.
The last quarter was the most even of the day, perhaps the second quarter we won for the day. To our credit, we
never stopped coming and battled more than manfully against bigger players with some nice finishing to boot, we
kicked closer and closer…. Alas our poor first half was more than the difference – finishing around three goals short
with a fast paced finish. Lets hope we get our numbers back for Friday night’s next game.

Under 7 Green
Under 7 Green Ratbags went down to Para Hills Friday night and played what I
would consider their best game of the year albeit against a new team. Led out
on the ground by captain Ethan Medlen the boys were excited to be playing
under lights and started off in a blaze of glory with the midfield consisting of
Ryder, Nicholas, AJ, Lucas and Jackson dominating every contest pushing the
ball forward resulting in a few early goals to Maxy B and Mason.
The second quarter saw much of the same with Angus, Ethan Bayer, Max, Mason and William putting pressure on every contest to allow the forward line to
see plenty of it A couple of goals to Toby and Jacob with good support from
Ethan M and little Charlie Graue getting closer each week to snagging his first
for his career saw the boys eager to get stuck into the oranges at the break.
The third quarter was dominated again by our midfield allowing Lucas and AJ to see plenty of it however AJ must
have been watching the crows the night before as he kicked four points before finally kicking his first major for the
game.
The final quarter saw the boys run out the game in style with Nicholas showing good determination backed up Max,
Lucas and Jackson while AJ had the ball on a string allowing Will to snag a couple while Mason also got on the
scoreboard as well as unselfishly handing the ball off to allow others no narrowly miss some shots on goal by Adam
and Angus.
The highlights of the night for me was seeing Jacob “superboot” Davies run down the wing in slippery conditions
have a (proper) bounce and hit his mate Lucas on the chest. Then there was the candyman Willian Frunks showing
a bit more of what he has in his bag of tricks with a few spin moves around opposition players … and sometimes no
one. Finally in the last quarter when it would have been quite easy to make it all about his self, big man Mason
Thurbon Jones gave up plenty of kicks and a few shots on goal to share the ball with his mates.
Overall an awesome TEAM game by the boys against an undermanned Para Hills it would have been easy for the
boys to try and dominate individually however they shared the ball around and got their mates into the game.
AWESOME job boys…… you should be proud!

Under 7 Blue
Round 8 saw U7 Blue head to Salisbury North. This week we had a slightly later start to our
game playing second at 10:40am. Whilst the slightly later start was good from a sleep-in perspective, it did provide some unfamiliar challenges such as trying to find a carpark, the correct oval we were playing on and where all of the players were… After a few tense moments
I was pleased to see and locate all of the boys performing our usual pre-game warmup with
our assistant coaches (Darren and Scott). A quick role call highlighted that unfortunately we
had two boys pull out late, this meant we had exactly 15 for the day which meant that there
was no need to worry about bench rotations.
After training on Thursday was cancelled late on Thursday due to the forecast of severe
weather, the boys were showing a lot of enthusiasm. The pre-game message was similar to
previous weeks: fast ball movement, first to the ball, smart kicks and manning up/being accountable. Our captain for the day was Brandon and we got off to a great start winning the
toss.
The game commenced under almost perfect conditions with a slight breeze favouring the
northern end to where we were kicking. In the midfield Blake and Joseph were busy early
gaining a number of possessions giving our forwards multiple opportunities. Cooper showed
great poise to pounce on a loose ball and then run towards goal and slot through our first
goal for the day. Kadin and Jack were both providing great pressure to ensure the ball stayed in the area. Down the
other end of the ground our defenders were kept busy as Salisbury North were running the ball fast, Austyn and
Louis both earnt strong possessions late in the quarter. Late in the quarter Jack was able win possession on a slight
angle and kick truly for our second goal.
Quarter time came and I reminded the boys of the focus areas and encouraged the boys to man up, get the first to
the footy, run and to use plenty of voice. Poor manning up early in the centre allowed Salisbury North first to clear
the ball out of the middle a number of times but as the quarter went on our the boys in the midfield were able fight
back. Ryan showed great determination and effort all quarter covering a great deal of ground. With Salisbury North
winning a lot of the ball early this caused our defence Jayden, Jamison, Joseph, Blake and Lachlan to be kept extremely busy. Down the other end of the ground our forwards weren’t seeing much of the ball however when it did

come down Sam and Brandon showed great work rate and pressure with both involved in a number of plays where we were able to either gain possession of a loose
ball or cause a 50/50 ball up.
Half time came which gave the boys an opportunity to grab a well-deserved drink as
well as a couple of oranges. Late in the second quarter there were a few examples
were we weren’t sticking to our game plan, this allowed Salisbury North to obtain a
number of easy possessions as well as caused us to chase players. The message at
half time was simple: first to the ball and man up.
The third quarter commenced well with our midfield winning a number of clearances
from some strong taps out the middle from Sam and Brandon whilst Joshua, Louis
and Austyn were all able to mark and kicking long towards our forwards. Tight defending by Salisbury North didn’t
allow our forwards many easy possessions whilst our defence was again kept busy with Ben, Kadin and Ryan gaining possessions as the quarter went on.
Three quarter time came, after a quick drink and the rotations sorted out I encouraged them of
our focus areas and to have fun as we only had one quarter to go. The last quarter started well
with Jayden, Blake and Jamison all busy early gaining multiple possessions which provided our
forwards with a number of opportunities. Down forward Kadin and Jack were lively chasing
every loose ball and ensuring the ball stayed in the area. Jack’s determination paid off winning
possession in front of goal and was able to slot it straight though. Whilst at the other end of the
ground Sam was able to take a strong contested mark in defence. The boys continued show a
great deal of run and enthusiasm for the remainder of the game.
Today we played a well experienced and skilled team that was prepared to run for the entire
game. It highlighted the importance to stick to basics: being first to footy and manning up as
when they had the ball they were able to control the game and we were left to chase players.
This week we have a bye which will give an opportunity to all involved to have a proper sleepin. We will continue to work on our skills/game structure at training over the next couple of
weeks, ready for our next game which is on Sunday week against Broadview at Broadview
Oval. GO BURRAS!

Under 8 Green
Round 8 was upon us and we were back at Harpers Field, back on our Home
Deck. I prematurely cancelled training on Thursday night due to the storm threats.
This is always a concern when heading into a game as the one hour we have is
important to our team’s development. For the third time in a month we had cold
conditions and just prior to the first bounce it started to rain. What do we have to
do to get some nice conditions? Luckily it managed to stay away for the game.
Today was a special occasion, for the 1st time we celebrated one of our Mates
playing his 50th game for the Kookaburras. Congratulations to Riley Williamson.
Riley always tries his hardest and over the years has shown some flashes of brilliance and what he is capable of. Riley’s parents put together a fantastic banner.
We got some nice team photos with Riley and his teammates in front of it and his big brother and sister held the
banner while he lead his team through it. It was a nice moment.
Adam Peck and his fellow assistants led the boys through the usual warmup, we were looking good and ready to
go. We were up against Payneham who we had taken care of quite easily last season, but I’d been told from a valuable source that they had improved dramatically and they were a well drilled team. Riley was our Captain today and
we kicked to the entrance end of the bottom oval. I had made our oval a bit bigger than most of our away games,
this suits our players run and long kicking of the football. The deck was pretty dry considering the quick shower.
Payneham were switched on as much as we were in the first quarter, defensively
both teams were very solid and there were plenty of turnovers and intercept plays.
We were a bit inaccurate in front of goal and our opponents slotted one through.
Trae started off in the middle and got his hands on the ball a couple of times, he is
looking more comfortable each week he plays and is starting to realise that he can
play this game. Jordie and Brodie were being much better this week at manning up
on their opponent, most of the kids are starting to do this without being told now,
which saves my voice.
The second quarter we had a lot of the football and were giving the forwards some
good entries but we weren’t able to convert any sausage rolls. I have to say that
defensively this was the best half of football we have played. Payneham were also
winning their fair share of the clearances but our defenders such as Kody and

Oliver along with the little nippers Tye, Riley and Hunter were all very strong in defence. This was the reason why at
the half time break we were still in the game.
At halftime we had a good chat about lifting our eyes and finding the better option, we were blazing away a bit
where Payneham were using the handball to their advantage. I tweaked the lineup a little in the third quarter. Kody
is one of our reliable defenders who is likely to play a centre half back role in the years to come. Carter went back
into the middle with Kian and Oscar. We had some fire power up forward and if we couldn’t hit the scoreboard this
quarter then it just wouldn’t be our day. Anyway, the plan worked and Hudson slotted a nice goal from the boundary
and then quickly put through a dribble kick from the pocket. Oscar thought he better get involved with a goal and
then Kian put through a checkside from directly in front.. Gotta love the kid for his creativity.
Blake was in the backlines in the third quarter and I had him stand our former teammate in Nate Slade who had torn
us up in the first quarter. I don’t think Nate got near it once Blake went onto him. It was a great defensive effort. We
definitely had the momentum going into the last, it ended up being another very defensive quarter. Hunter was so
close to getting one through the big sticks for the first time this year. I’m sure if he continues to apply himself that he
will get their soon. Oli did a nice job in the last quarter in his run with role.
The game was tied with four goals apiece at the final siren. It’s amazing how much
more we get out a close game like this than a 10 goal thrashing. Sure we were inaccurate in front of goal, but our defensive pressure and never say die attitude made me
very proud.
Players like Jordie, Brodie, Jack and Tye are really improving, they mightn’t be getting
a lot of stats, but things like moving to the right position and manning up is an integral
part of their development. I can’t wait to see them all continue to improve as we work
towards the end of the season. We look forward to having a solid night at training followed by “Friday Night Lights’ against Tea Tree Gully which is going to be another
huge task.
Goalkickers – Hudson 2, Kian and Oscar 1 each.

Under 8 Gold
It was another absolutely freezing Friday night game held down at Fitzroy’s home ground. It was a tough run for
many parents knocking off from work and making their way down to the Lion’s Den. We had a few late comers that
saw the team thrown around a little bit, but we managed to field a good side.
Skipper for the night was Lachlan Anderson, he rolled into the centre for the toss – we’re kicking to the northern
end!!
We know where we’re playing, we know what to do, now let’s go out there start well and put them under pressure
from the first bounce! Go Kookaburras!!
The first quarter showed that Fitzroy had clearly been briefed on the mighty Kookaburras as they put us under the
pump. But skipper for the day Lachlan Anderson really shut down any attack with a stand out performance across
half back. Nate Atkinson also got involved down back by playing in front of his opponent. In the centre Hamish
Pullen really had us going with some tidy run and carry and some good forward entries. Up forward Harry Slater
was in everything. He missed a few long shots on goal but put a couple through when we really need it.
At quarter time we could tell Fitzroy were in the mood for competing against the Kookaburras. We need to stand tall
this quarter and show them we’re the team to beat. Who’s gonna fight hard this quarter? WE ARE!! Go get ’em
Kookaburras!!
The second quarter started much better, we got some nice clearances from the centre with Caleb Zanker getting in
and under and handballing on the up to his mates. Down back we were in control all quarter and there was some
great team work back there. Up forward Bailey Casey put on a clinic but also shared the ball around. Rylan Whitwell also got in on the action and just about jagged a nice sausage roll. Keep working Rylan it’ll come!! At the back
end of the second Fitzroy managed to get a couple cheeky goals to keep them in the hunt.
Half time was all about the lollies. The coach read out the team list and was
all but ignored over the snakes – at least we know we can concentrate on
something as a team!! Here it is team – we draw a line in the sand now and
go up a gear. Let’s see if Fitzroy can hang on!! Come on Kookaburras!!
zip this quarter whilst there was a line up at the canteen to go and see the
Alby Bradshaw show!! Down back the men’s department showed tremendous defence. Ajay Visnyai was the General getting his troops in line like
Kyan Smith who had gave some great rebound this quarter. Up forward our

tall timber was doing the damage, Jayden Jackman ripped the ball from an
aerial contest wheeled around on the right and slotted one through from 50
and Riley Baker absolutely destroyed some packs always coming off best.
Oliver Ward added a string to his bow by sneaking a couple shots at goal and
putting one through, great stuff Ollie!
Three quarter time came and we were on fire. Fitzroy had started to react off
the ball but we weren’t having any of it. Just go for the ball Kookaburras, that’s
all they’re after. Now, keep going and see if we can get their wheels to fall of
the wagon!! Come on Kookaburras!!!
The start of the last quarter showed Fitzroy had had enough. They began to clear the ball, but our backs were up to
the task. We rebounded well and our forwards began to light up. Mitchy Webb snuck under their radar a few times
to jag a sausage or two and big Brodie Murphy boomed one through from the goal square that seem to lift the entire
team. Fitzroy played some fantastic team style game, but again we ran the game out well and we were clearly the
better side.
In summary we missed some early shots at goal that really could’ve seen the game be a little more one sided (our
way) but I’m glad it ended up being pretty competitive. Still finishing the last quarters is really, really important. For
the last five games, we’ve been on top in the last quarter and in close games, this will get the team across the line.
Who’s Golden Grove Under 8 GOLD?! WE ARE!!! Go Kookaburras!!!

Under 9 Green
On Sunday the mighty Kookaburras “Green Machine” ventured to Modbury to take
on the Modbury Hawks. Celebrating a milestone of 50 games for both Alex and
Mackye, the boys were pumped. The forecast wasn’t flash however the boys were
in good spirits and prepared themselves for the battle ahead. The focus of the day
was going to be effort and commitment to the contest, and the first 10 minutes
proved it wasn’t going to be easy to score.
Blake was leaping high, whilst Caleb, Kam, Thomas and Indy were working hard in
the centre. The boys up forward were working hard trying to help each other out and
this resulted in a rushed behind. Harley also managed to have a couple of snaps
ending with 1.1 for the quarter.
In the second quarter Harley moved to defence and was holding his own at full back
as he was determined not to let anyone get past him. This quarter the ball was mainly played in Modbury’s attacking
half with our boys working hard to limit their scoring opportunities however we just couldn’t get it past the wall of
players Modbury had set up in the centre of the ground. It was great to see Christian getting involved and starting to
apply those hard tackles in his first season. Eventually we got it over the top of them with Caleb scoring our only
goal for the quarter.
The third quarter continued with both teams wanting the ball and tackling hard. This time it was our turn to have the
ball in our attacking half with Alex, Louis and Logan all having snaps on goal but unfortunately were unable to convert. However the boys were determined to keep it down their end with Ryan, Liam, Jordan, Louis and Alex chasing
and tackling hard. They were also assisted by Zach, Hayden, Logan, Noah and Mackye setting up their own wall
this time. On the couple of occasions Modbury did make it through Jace, Kam, Indy, Blake and Caleb were prepared to work hard to get the ball back. We finally managed to convert one into a goal for the quarter thanks to a
booming kick from Indy.
Damo told the boys they were going to have bring it in the last quarter as Modbury were as hungry as us for the
contest. The pressure was on from the start with Angus standing tall in the centre.
All the boys were working hard starting with Evan who was trying to get some run
out of the centre, however it just didn’t seem to be our day with this being the first
quarter of the season that the Green Machine were held scoreless.
However it was great to see the boys take another step towards playing as a team,
backing each other up, using their voices and trying to get the handballs going. For
a few of the boys this is their first season and it’s great to see them getting in there
and giving it a go
Congratulations once again Alex and Mackye on a solid 50 games contribution to
the Golden Grove Football Club. 1,2,3 Green Machine!
Scorers – Harley 1.1, Caleb 1.0, Indy 1.0, Alex 0.2, Logan 0.1, Louis 0.1

Under 9 Gold
Under 9 Gold had an away game against TTG Black for Ryan Kopec's 50 game milestone.
The game started with a run through the banner, and the team was
away, with Nathan Petrie continuing his breakout season and attacking right from the start. Ryan Kopec started out strong, and had
one of his best games as a
Kookaburra! Corey Edwards slotting an early goal right over the
goal umpire's head (dad Chris). Braden Carpenter's quick snap goal
in the forward pocket also signalled that the team had come to play
and TTG Black were in
trouble.
The centre players provided lots of run, and Jamieson Kriewaldt was involved in a successful forward entry. Tyson
Walters also played a great game, and Noah French stepped up and seemed to be everywhere around the ground,
marking strongly and setting up some plays. James Gray had another outstanding game, reading the play strongly
and blocking many TTG Black forward entries.
The team was playing well and were able to keep TTG Black scoreless for the first half. At half time the opposition
had some oranges and lollies and came out firing, putting pressure
on our backlines and managed to get on the scoreboard, and then
made it difficult for the ball the leave their attacking zone with players marking up well......some good lessons learned for GGFC
about supporting team mates.
Under 9 Gold finished off strong with both Jack Goreing and Owen
Jarrad kicking truly to make Ryan's 50th game one to remember!
Goal scorers: Corey Edwards 2.0, Braden Carpenter 1.2, Jack
Goreing 1.2, Matthew LeRay 1.1, Owen Jarrad 1.0, Nathan Petrie
0.1, Ryan Kopec 0.1

Under 10 Gold
This week’s match was against TTG Red at Golden Grove on a
perfect Sunday for footy. We knew TTG would always be a tough
match as previous matches had always been a very close contest. It was exciting to see the boys arrive to the game switched
on ready to go, I could tell from the warmup that we were ready to
play some good footy. Tom Stevens was captain this week with
Seth Lewis Christie as vice-captain, the boys went out for the toss
of the coin and selected to go with the wind in the first quarter.
It was Tom Stevens and Seth that led from the front in the first
quarter, Tom had an awesome match not only dominating in the air but also when the ball was on the ground. It
was impressive to see Tom tackling so hard and his general work around the ground allowed us to get an early
lead. Tom finished with two goals, well done Tom! Equally impressive was Seth, Seth started in the middle and
regularly took the ball out from the ruck tap getting the first kick forward. Seth was particularly impressive with handballing to running players opening up the game for us.
The day before Danyle Dobie hurt his wrist playing basketball, but his determination to play was strong and with a
lot of strapping applied by his Dad allowed him to play the match of his life. Daniel’s work rate around the ground
was fantastic and not only was he laying big tackles he also took a couple of huge marks around the ground. The
game was certainly tight but the second quarter saw the Burras start to pull away in the contest. Xander Mossop
started to dominated around the ground taking good marks and hitting the contest hard, on many occasions share
the ball to other Kookaburras in better position when he could have kicked the goal himself. Talan Cooper had another outstanding match beating his opponent on every occasion, clean hands with one take kicked the ball continuously into our forward line.
Jayden Camilleri and Jackson Ray were lively around the goals and it was particularly great to see their team game
really evolve. On one occasion TTG were moving the ball quickly through the oval and Jackson attacked the player
furiously smothering the kick for what looked like would be a certain goal. Zachary Pope and Ben McGregor continued their good form attacking the ball hard and laying some great tackles, Zach’s kicking into the forward line has
improved and was impressive to watch during the second quarter.

The third quarter was tough, but our determination to stay in front was
impressive. The quarter started with Daniell Cowie attacking the ball
hard and being awarded a free kick, he then turned around and with
confidence kicked a great goal, first goal for this season. Well done
Daniell! At one stage Jack Moss was under a pack and with brute
strength ripped the ball away from the opponent getting the ball forward
to a hand ball to Talan who ran on kicking the ball forward. Tyson Durdin took on the rucking responsibilities and was leaping over opponents
that were taller than him and then continued with a second effort
scooped up the ball like a rover. Tyson played another great game and
at one stage nearly took mark of the year in the goal square. Isaac,
Alex and Jack L were attacking the ball hard and were regularly at the bottom of the pack getting the ball out. Jack L
took a great mark and then went back and kicked the ball right onto Isaac’s chest who then kicked it deep into our
forward line. But it was Brodie and Josh that really stepped up the match, the work rate by both players was excellent to see. Josh was particularly great in the defence this week constantly using his pace to get to the ball first, bust
through the pack and with pin point accuracy hit a Burra on the chest. While Brodie was working up a down the
ground and on many occasions worked to the correct position taking a big pack mark over three TTG players. Great
game Josh and Brodie!
Although we were in front we knew that we could not take our foot of the pedal and this contest was extremely
close. Riley Watkins and Wyatt Dymott led from the front in the fourth quarter, Riley’s attack on the footy was outstanding and Wyatt’s ability to start reading the paly then get the ball and hit Xander on the chest was outstanding.
Cael and Daniel Hewitt also played great matches, Cael’s tackling was excellent all day and his ability to get the
tough ball was brilliant. Daniel Hewitt work hard around the ground his determination to try and bust through the
packs and get the handball out of the pack was impressive. And although we fought really hard all day, TTG managed to kick a little straighter and with four goals in the final quarter squeezed in front. It was a great match, very
exciting and impressive to see every one of our players put in 100%. Great game Burras!
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